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Free delivery. This dynamic is at work in the automotive, integrated circuit, software, and pharmaceutical industries. The many topics added in this
new edition include incorporating agile values, scaling agile projects, release planning, portfolio governance, and enhancing organizational agility. In
this concise reference, Front-end development targets the browser, putting your applications in front of the widest range of users regardless of
device or operating system. A new chapter on release planning has been added to encourage teams to place more attention on release planning. A



Scaled Adaptive Framework. Leadership and Decision Making. Writing for project leaders, managers, and executives at all levels, Highsmith
integrates the best project management, product management, and software development practices into an overall framework designed to support
unprecedented speed and mobility. The APM values focus helps create products that deliver customer value today and are responsive to future
customer needs. Conversely, anyone who believes that project management is mainly about prescriptive tasks, schedules, resource charts, and
preordained plans will have a rude awakening trying to apply these ideas to volatile product development projects. The Scaling Challenge. The
topic of this article may not meet Wikipedia's notability guideline for books. For a better shopping experience, please upgrade now. Thanks for
telling us about the problem. The rules and practices for Scrum—a simple process for managing complex projects—are few, straightforward, and
easy to learn. Practice: Performance Requirements Cards. Jill Straub rated it did not like it Apr 05, Agile Project Management: Creating Innovative
Products by Jim Highsmith discusses the management of projects using the agile software development methodology. A Hub Organizational
Structure. He has over 30 years experience as an IT manager, product manager, project manager, consultant, and software developer. View
Larger Image. A frequent speaker at conferences worldwide, Jim has published dozens of articles in major industry publications. From the outside,
a managed team and a led team can look the same, but from the inside they feel very different. Continuous Innovation. New technologies such as
combinatorial chemistry and sophisticated computer simulation are fundamentally altering the innovation process itself. Highsmith brilliantly guides
us into an alternative that fits the times. Vikas rated it it was ok Jan 05, Leadership-Collaboration Management. The Business of APM.
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My business stakeholders expect to deliver predictably, in order to organize sales and service activities. The target audience for this book is
leaders, those hearty individuals who shepherd teams through the exciting but often messy process of turning visions into products—be they
software, cell phones, or medical instruments. Decision Retrospection. Product Team—Development Team Interaction To see what your friends
thought of this book, please sign up. He has held technical and management positions with software, computer hardware, banking, and energy
companies. Creating a Better Product. Process Framework Tailoring. Project management needs to be transformed to move faster, be more
flexible, and be aggressively customer responsive. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Agile Project Management is for project managers and leaders of
all kinds of teams who have the responsibility of turning visions and requirements into actual products or services that deliver value to the customer.
Please note - there is now a second edition of this book available, with the ISBN of Welcome back. The many topics added in this new edition
include incorporating agile values, scaling agile projects, release planning, portfolio governance, and enhancing organizational agility. Leaders
depend for the most part on influence rather than power, and influence derives from respect rather than fear. Phase: Close. Practice: Participatory
Decision Making. Jim Highsmith shows why APM should be in every manager's toolkit, thoroughly addressing the questions project managers
raise about Agile approaches. Part of the Agile Software Development Series series. Delivery versus Compliance. SAFe 5. Molding a Group of
Individuals into a Team. Management Style. Best practices for managing projects in agile environments—now updated with new techniques for
larger projects. Privacy and Cookies We use cookies to give you the best experience on our website. Thanks for telling us about the problem.
Using Agile Project Management APM , project managers can achieve all these goals without compromising value, quality, or business discipline.
The APM values focus helps create products that deliver customer value today and are responsive to future customer needs. Download the
sample pages includes Chapter 4 and Index. Project Size. Discover teaching material. Pearson Education. Team Performance Evaluations.
Practice: Feature Cards. Links to video tutorials are inclusive. Highsmith brilliantly guides us into an alternative that fits the times. Self-Organization
Extensions. Refresh and try again. Encouragement Isn't Enough. The rules and practices for Scrum—a simple process for managing complex
projects—are few, straightforward, and easy to learn. Writing for project leaders, managers, and executives at all levels, Highsmith integrates the
best project management, product management, and software development practices into an overall framework designed to support
unprecedented speed and mobility.
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Phase: Speculate. Encouragement Isn't Enough. Lists are shown in bullet form. Views Read Edit View history. Phase: Envision. Project
management needs to be transformed to move faster, be more flexible, and be aggressively customer responsive. By continuing, you're agreeing to
use of cookies. In Agile Project Management, Second Edition, renowned agile pioneer Jim Highsmith thoroughly updates his classic guide to
APM, extending and refining it to support even the largest projects and organizations. Pearson Education. Core Agile Values. Add to Wishlist.
Download as PDF Printable version. Learn more Close this message and continue. Raisel Conway rated it it was amazing Apr 18, Agility Defined.
Open Preview See a Problem? A frequent speaker at conferences worldwide, Jim has published dozens of articles in major industry publications.
The Adapt and Close Phases. Martine Devos rated it liked it Oct 28, The APM values focus helps create products that deliver customer value
today and are responsive to future customer needs. Many managers cope by reinforcing processes, adding documentation, or further honing costs.
Details if other :. Technical Debt. Chapters have been rewritten around three summarizing value statements—delivering value over meeting
constraints, leading the team over managing tasks, and adapting to change over conforming to plans. Jon rated it liked it Jul 29, In that case, we
can't The many topics added in this new edition include incorporating agile values, scaling agile projects, release planning, portfolio governance,
and enhancing organizational agility. See Details. Enlarge cover. Marc Danziger rated it really liked it Aug 31, Overview Table of contents For
teachers.
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Encouraging Interaction. An Agile Process Framework. Bigger them XP and Scrum. Open Preview See a Problem? Other editions. He has held
technical and management positions with software, computer hardware, banking, and energy companies. Retrieved You know the saying: There's
no time like the present Practice: Product Architecture. Chapter 11 examines how to scale APM for larger projects and teams. Browse all
formats. Practice: Low-Cost Change. Javascript is not enabled in your browser. Start writing software that solves real problems, even if you have
absolutely no programming experience! Guiding Principles: Leadership-Collaboration Management. Developing Each Individual's Capabilities.
Goodreads is hiring! If we want to grow agile organizations then our performance measurement system must encourage agility. For a better
shopping experience, please upgrade now. It then introduces the reader to the basic agile values as written in the Agile Manifesto , and to the six



guiding principles of agile project management. Getting the Right People. Core Agile Values. Reliable, Not Repeatable. Jun 29, Ashraf. Masa
Maeda states that the book was able to fill in the gaps left by other APM books by presenting other ways to see and approach the management of
projects. Read more Is It Working? Related Searches. Steering, Not Controlling. This isn't working. Agile Project Management is for project
managers and leaders of all kinds of teams who have the responsibility of turning visions and requirements into actual products or services that
deliver value to the customer. Guy Winterbotham rated it really liked it May 21, Jon rated it liked it Jul 29, Coverage includes:. It will soon be at
work in your industry. In Agile Project Management, Second Edition, renowned agile pioneer Jim Highsmith thoroughly updates his classic guide
to APM, extending and refining it to support even the largest projects and organizations. Explore Now. Jim has consulted with IT and product
development organizations and software companies in the U. Today, the pace of project management moves faster. Practice: Process and Practice
Tailoring. Responding to Change. Overview Please note - there is now a second edition of this book available, with the ISBN of The Agile Vision.
Employ Iterative, Feature-Based Delivery. Agile Project Management with Scrum. To see what your friends thought of this book, please sign up.
Hidden categories: Articles with topics of unclear notability from December All articles with topics of unclear notability Book articles with topics of
unclear notability All articles with failed verification Articles with failed verification from December
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